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INTRODUCTION
In Full- occluded vehicle only detection can perform, to detect
the full-occluded
occluded vehicle evaluate the width of vehicle and
evaluate the ratio of length and width of vehicle. Un-occluded
Un
vehicle is classified on predefined attribute (small vehicle,
large vehicle,
ehicle, motorcycle). Partial occlude vehicle first
detection is perform by using convexity ,second resolving is
performed by intersecting which separate the occluded object
into individual part ,at last classified the resolved object
according to the predefined attributes. 1. Object is detected
after performing background extraction. 2. Partially occluded
vehicle is detected by using intersecting line. This proposed
method detect partially occluded object. This method also
detect full occluded object. It does not resolve full occluded
object. The algorithm is used for partially occluded is not
complete (Kastrinaki et al., 2003).
In this paper classification of the moving vehicle is performed
based on binary coding method, in this method binary hash
function is used for the detection. At the end classification is
done by using SVM method. It uses well known methods
Boosting Binary Feature and Spatial Pyramid Matching. This
method extract dance features. It is difficult for low storage
memory. It perform
erform experiment on real images of the vehicle
(Kastrinaki et al., 2003).
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In this paper, perform the classification of the vehicle by using
three steps object extraction, tracking. After the tracking of the
vehicle perform classification.
sification. It rremoves the background of
the vehicle, its called extraction method. Accuracy is increased.
At every time detection of vehicle varied. Image of real vehicle
images, Intel Pentium 4 core, memory of 2 GB (Caballero
et al., 2008).
In this paper classification of vehicle is performed based on
shape and texture. First detect the object then perform
classification depend on predefined attribute. Accuracy is good.
It has capability to detect error and debugging it. This method
is expensive. It uses Image of real vehicle images (Ha et al.,
2004).
In this paper First extract the background of the vehicle,
calculate the length, height, bottom of the vehicle. Apply
evaluate eigenvector and eigenvector face then compare both.
Extraction of vehicle
ehicle object. Vehicle image occupy minimum
area of region. It required minimum parameter for the
classification. There is a need of work to improve the accuracy
(Hsieh et al., 2006).
In this paper classification of vehicle is performed, first by
using spatial
atial pyramid model extract the sparse feature. At last
perform classification task by using SVM method. Sparse
Coding, Dictionary Learning and Spatial Pyramid Matching.
Sparse coding is simple for extraction. Fast iteration is used in
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extraction process. Perform classification experiment on real
vehicle image (Chiu et al., 2010).
Method Proposed
Vehicle Classification Based on Highcon
The method we are proposing is based on two things, first to
identify and remove occlusion and second image
transformation techniques. First we have to identify if there
exists any occlusion by using the convex hull of the vehicles
formed. If there is an occlusion then the area of the vehicle and
convex will not be same. After that we have to remove the
occlusion and divide the convex hull that was formed by the
vehicles. In second step, we will scale down the convex hull of
various features that are already stored in database and
transform it. Transformed convex hull image will be matched
with the convex hull of the vehicle to identify if it’s a bike, car
or truck etc. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of proposed method.
Full occlusion is detected by a method, in which we calculate
the width of the vehicle and ratio of length and width of
vehicle. We cannot resolve full occlusion only can detect it.

Figure 1. The flowchart of the suggested method

We classify vehicles which have partial occlusion, full
occlusion or no occlusion. Then Partial occlusion is detected
through convexity of object and separates them by a line.
Calculate the normalized size of divided object. To detect the
full occlusion used width of vehicle and ratio of length and
width of the object. Finally, it classified the detected vehicle
into three group small vehicle, large vehicle, and motorcycle
(refer Figure 2).

Figure 2. (a) it show vehicle occlusion. (b) It shows partial
occlusion. (c) And (d) it show full occlusion

Comparison
Previous method was not able to resolve occlusions and this is
able to resolve partial occlusion and detect the full occlusion.
Experiments and analysis on real vehicle data
Detection
Partial occlusion is detected by computing the convex hull of
the object.
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C=Sv/Sch

d=min((xj-xi)2+(Yj-Yi)2)

Where C is convexity, sy and sch are area of the object and area
of region of object enclosed by a convex hull. Convexity of un
-occluded
occluded and fully occluded vehicle is more than partial
occluded vehicle.

C. Vehicle Classification
After the occlusion is removed, each separated object is
classified on predefined attribute according to their size. The
size of the vehicle is depend on the relative position and range
of the camera.

Fig. 5. This figure show partial occlusion

The vertical field of view allows us to zoom in and out on the
world. Consider the following example. At left picture, the
angle is wider which makes objects smaller while at right hand
picture, the angle is smaller which makes the same object
appear larger. On the left (where we zoom in with a smaller
field of view) position of the camera should be further way and
on the right it is closer to the projection plane
plane.

Full occlusion detection

B. Resolving
Separating the partially occluded object into two individual
part through a intersecting line. We used end point of the
region to obtain intersecting line. Form
orm a convex hull of the
object, separate the region of the object from the convex hull
obtain object. Select two nearest point . join that two point.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we classify vehicles which have partial occlusion,
full occlusion or no occlusion. Partial occlusion is detected
through convexity of object and separates them into two
individual parts by the using of intersecting line. Calculate the
normalized size of divided object. To detect the full occlusion
used width of vehicle and ratio of length and width of the
object. Finally classified the detected vehicle into three group
small vehicle, large vehicle, and motorcycle.
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